
Core Leadership 
Team 



The Studio Lead works to continuously improve the studio as an organization and 
the experience of the DFA studio members 

Weekly Plan and run the exec meetings alongside the Studio Manager 

Quarterly Create the budget alongside the Studio Manager 

Quarterly 
Gather feedback from new and continuing members through interviews 
and surveys to create a report on their feedback 

Continuous 
Work closely with DFA national and the fellows to implement initiatives 
designed by DFA national 

Ad hoc 
Attend and encourage exec members to attend meetings with other DFA 
Studio Leads from around the nation 

Ad hoc 
Implement new initiatives to improve the studio and the members’ 
experiences based on their feedback 



The Studio Manager works to ensure the DFA quarter runs smoothly by providing 
support to all the leadership team 

Weekly Plan and run the exec meetings alongside the Studio Lead 

Quarterly Create the budget alongside the Studio Lead 

Quarterly 
Plan and coordinate the DFA info sessions, any critique sessions in Open 
Studios, and the Final Review 

Quarterly 
Create project pages for each new project on Loft, and post the Team 
Update routine questions on each one 

Continuous 
Provide support to all Task Force Leads to ensure projects progress 
smoothly, Open Studios are executed successfully, and exec works 
collaboratively 

TBD 
Managing communication requests coming into DFA NU (ex: DFA NU email 
account, workshop requests, mentorship requests, etc.) 



The Team Management (TM) Task Force Lead works to support Team Leads by 
providing resources to teams and developing leadership skills 

Weekly 
Send an email explaining the projects’ current design phase, potential 
deliverables, and links to the Loft process guide 

Quarterly 
Plan and run a Team Lead training workshop for all new and continuing 
Team Leads at the beginning of the quarter 

Quarterly 
Coordinate new member recruitment and applications, as well as Team 
Lead recruitment and applications 

Ad hoc 
Respond to any questions or requests from teams and team leads, 
especially ones handling team member conflicts 



The Learning and Development (L&D) Task Force Lead works to plan and 
coordinate the majority of Open Studios and foster learning for all DFA members 

Weekly 
Plan and coordinate each Open Studio excluding Kickoff, User Day(s), 
Critique Sessions, and Final Reviews 

Quarterly 
Work with the exec board to create the topics of each Open Studio at the 
beginning of each quarter 

Quarterly 
Work with the Studio Lead on gathering DFA member feedback to revamp 
and redesign Open Studios to be more exciting and valuable to teams 

Continuous 
Reach out to design professionals and academics in order to have them run 
or assist in the planning of each Open Studio under L&D 



The Project Scoping Task Force Lead works to identify potential DFA project topics, 
contact community organizations and users, and establish a partnership 

Quarterly 
Identify project topics and establish a Community Partner or a large group 
of available users for the subsequent quarter 

Quarterly 
Design and write empathy packet for each project topic at the beginning of 
the quarter providing basic background research, an initial HCW statement, 
and the contact information of users 

Quarterly 
Coordinate and plan User Day (and potentially User Testing Day) every 
quarter during an Open Studio time 

Quarterly 
Assess impact of each finished project at the end of each quarter and help 
with any project implementation  

Ad hoc 
Contact Community Partner to resolve any communication conflicts with 
the project teams 

Ad hoc 
Facilitate the scoping process for teams who want to scope their own 
projects 



The Events and DFA Community (EDC) Task Force Lead works to foster a stronger 
DFA community through events and social gatherings 

Quarterly 
Plan and execute the first Open Studio, Kickoff, with the help of the Studio 
Lead and Manager 

Quarterly 
Plan and coordinate the designing of merchandise, as well as the 
purchasing and selling of the merchandise 

Quarterly 
Plan at least one social event each quarter for DFA members, such as a trip 
to a design museum or a professional design studio 

Continuous 
Lead communications regarding the DFA NU studio and publicize our 
accomplishments to the general public 

Ad hoc Organize parties for DFA members 

TBD 
Plan a new initiative that stays consistent throughout the quarter that 
fosters team bonding, co-team bonding or bonding with larger DFA NU 
community  



Listed below are the tasks that all DFA NU exec members should take ownership of 
during their leadership term 

Weekly 
Attend Blob, the DFA NU exec meetings, with concise updates on any tasks 
in progress or completed that week 

Weekly 
Read and provide feedback to each team update posted on Loft by the DFA 
NU projects 

Quarterly Attend Kickoff, Crit Session, and the Final Expo/Review 

Quarterly 
Assist Team Management with member recruitment by reading 
applications, conducting interviews and selecting members 

Continuous 
Make connections with the DFA NU members to foster a stronger 
community 

Ad hoc 
Work collaboratively with other exec members to ensure all members are 
on the same page 

Ad hoc 
Respond to any requests for assistance from any DFA project or team lead 
in a timely manner 


